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A b s t r a c t .  We consider the problem of object recognition via local geo- 
metric feature matching in the presence of sensor uncertainty, occlusion, and 
clutter. We present a general formulation of the problem and a polynomial- 
time algorithm which guarantees finding all geometrically feasible interpre- 
tations of the data, modulo uncertainty, in terms of the model. This formu- 
lation applies naturally to problems involving both 2D and 3D objects. 

The primary contributions of this work are the presentation of a robust, 
provably correct, polynomial-time approach to this class of recognition prob- 
lems and a demonstration of its practical application; and the development 
of a general framework for understanding the fundamental nature of the 
geometric feature matching problem. This framework provides insights for 
analyzing and improving previously proposed recognition approaches, and 
enables the development of new algorithms. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The task considered here is model-based recognition using local geometric features, e.g. 
points and lines, to represent object models and sensory data. The problem is formulated 
as matching model features and data features to determine the position and orientation 
of  an instance of the model. This problem is hard because there axe spurious and missing 
features, as well as sensor uncertainty. This paper presents improvements and exten- 
sions to earlier work[7] describing robust, complete, and provably correct methods for 
polynomial-time object recognition in the presence of clutter, occlusion, and sensor un- 
certainty. 

We assume the uncertainty in the sensor measurements of the data  features is bounded. 
A model pose 1 is considered feasible for a given model and data  feature match if at that  
pose the two matched features are aligned modulo uncertainty, that  is, if the image of 
the transformed model feature falls within the uncertainty bounds of the data  feature. 
We show that,  given a set of model and data features and assuming bounded sensor 
uncertainty, there are only a polynomial number of qualitatively distinct poses matching 
the model to the data. Two different poses axe qualitatively distinct if the sets of feature  
matches aligned (modulo uncertainty) by them are different. 

The idea is that  uncertainty constraints impose constraints on feasible model trans- 
formations. Using Baird's formulation for uncertainty constraints[2] we show the feature 

This report describes research done at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of the Mas- 
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0010, and under ONR contract N00014-85-K-0124. 

t The pose of the model is its position and orientation, which is equivalent to the transformation 
producing it. In this paper pose and transformation will be used interchangeably. 
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matching problem can be formulated as the geometric problem of analyzing the arrange- 
ment of linear constraints in transformation space. We call this approach pose equivalence 
analysis. A previous paper [7] introduced the idea of pose equivalence analysis; this pa- 
per contributes a simpler explanation of the approach based on linear constraints and 
transformations, outlining the general approach for the case of 3D and 2D models with 
2D data, and discusses the particular case of 2D models and planar transformations to 
illustrate how the structure of the matching problem can be exploited to develop efficient 
matching algorithms. This work provides a simple and clean mathematical framework 
within which to analyze the feature matching problem in the presence of bounded geo- 
metric uncertainty, providing insight into the fundamental nature of this type of feature 
matching problem. 

1.1 Robus t  Geomet r i c  Fea ture  M a t c h i n g  

Model-based object recognition is popularly defined as the problem of determining the 
geometric correspondence between an object model and some a priori unknown subset of 
the data. We're given a geometrical model of the spatial structure of an object and the 
problem is to select data subsets corresponding to instances of the model, and determine 
the pose of the object in the environment by matching the geometric model with instances 
of the object represented in the sensory data. A common and effective paradigm for this 
is based on geometric feature matching. 

In this paper the model and the sensory data will be represented in terms of local 
geometric features consisting of points or lines and possibly curve normals. Data feature 
selection and object pose determination is achieved via geometrically matching model and 
data feature subsets. There are four features of this task domain which are important 
to consider in the work: The feature matching problem is difficult because the correct 
model and data feature correspondences are unknown; there are spurious data features 
due to unknown objects and scene clutter; even in the presence of a model instance model 
features are missing from the data; finally, and most importantly, the sensory data are 
subject to geometrical uncertainty that greatly affects geometric feature matching. It 
is important to consider geometric uncertainty in the data features in order to be able 
to guarantee that an object will be detected if present. Uncertainty is the main factor 
which makes the localization problem difficult. If there is no uncertainty then simple 
polynomiai-time algorithms are possible for localization, guaranteeing success[15, 17]. 
However, if the measured position of features are used without, accounting for possible 
deviation from the correct positions then these approaches cannot guarantee the correct 
matching of the model to the data. 

Localization is reasonably divided into a pose hypothesis stage and a pose verification 
stage. This paper considers pose hypothesis construction via feature matching. 2 

1.2 Robustness,  Completeness,  and Tractability 

There are three important criteria by which to analyze methods for object localization 
via geometric feature matching: robustness, completeness, and tractability. The robust- 
ness requirement means that careful attention is paid to the geometric uncertainty in the 
features, so no correct feature correspondences are missed due to error. The complete- 
ness requirement means that all sets of geometrically consistent feature correspondences 

2 Pose verification may use a richer representation of the model and data to evaluate and verify 
an hypothesis [3, 10, 15]. 
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are found, including the correct ones. The tractability requirement simply means that 
a polynomial-time, and hopefully efficient algorithm exist for the matching procedure. 
Except for our previous work [6, 7], and recent work by Breuel[4], among those existing 
methods accurately accounting for uncertainty, none can both guarantee that all feasible 
object poses will be found and do so in polynomial time. Those that do account for error 
and guarantee completeness have expected-case exponential complexity[12]. 

1.3 C o r r e s p o n d e n c e  Space  vs. Pose  Space 

For given sets of model and data features, geometric feature matching is defined as 
both determining which subset of data features correspond to the model features, and 
how they correspond geometrically. Feature matching can be accomplished by either 
searching for geometrically consistent feature correspondences or searching for the model 
transformation or pose geometrically aligning model and data features. Techniques based 
on these approaches can be called correspondence space methods and pose space methods, 
respectively. 

Correspondence space is the power set of the set of all model and data feature pairs: 
2 {m'}x{d~} where {mi} and {dj} represent the sets of model and data features, respec- 

tively. We define a match set .A4 E 2 (ml}x{d~} as an arbitrary set of model and data 
feature matches. Pose hypotheses can be constructed by finding geometrically consistent 
match sets, that is, match sets for which there exists some pose of the model align- 
ing modulo uncertainty the matched features. One way to structure this is as a search 
through the correspondence space, often structured as a tree search[13, 2]. Correspon- 
dence space is an exponential-sized set, and although enforcing geometric consistency in 
the search prunes away large portions of the search space, it has been shown that the 
expected search time is still exponential[12]. 

Pose or transformation space is the space of possible transformations on the model. 
Pose hypotheses can be constructed by searching pose space for model poses aligning 
modulo uncertainty model features to data features. Examples of techniques searching 
pose space are pose clustering[18, 19], transformation sampling[5], and the method de- 
scribed in this paper, pose equivalence analysis[7]. The pose space is a high dimensional, 
continuous space, and the effects of data uncertainty and missing and spurious features 
make effectively searching it to find consistent match sets difficult. 

The approach described in this paper provides a framework for unifying the corre- 
spondence space approach and the pose space approach. 

2 P o s e  Equivalence Analysis 

We will represent the model and the image data in terms of local geometric features 
such as points and line segments derived from the object's boundary, to which we may 
also associate an orientation. Denote a model feature m = (Pro, ~m) by an ordered pair 
of vectors representing the feature's position and orientation, respectively. Similarly the 
measured geometry of a data feature is given by d -- (Pd, 8d)" Define U~ and U~ to 
be the uncertainty region for the position and orientation, respectively, for data feature 
dl. We assume that the uncertainty in position or orientation are independent. The true 
position of dl falls in the set U~, and its true orientation falls in the set U~. 

For the moment assume features consist simply of points without and associated 
orientation. Correctly hypothesizing the pose of the object is equivalent to finding a 
transformation on the model into the scene aligning the model with its instance in the 
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data ,  by aligning individual  model and da ta  features. Aligning a model  feature and a 
da t a  feature consists of transforming the model  feature such tha t  the t ransformed model  
feature falls within the geometric uncer ta inty  region for the da t a  feature. We can think 
of the da t a  as a set of points and uncer ta inty  regions {(Pdj ,  U~)} in the plane, where 

each measured da ta  posit ion is surrounded by some posit ional uncer ta inty  region UJ'. A 
model  feature with position Pm~ and a da t a  feature with posit ion Pdj  are aligned via a 

t ransformation T i f  T[Pml] E U~. Intuitively, the whole problem is then to find single 
t ransformations simultaneously aligning in this sense a large number  of  pairs  of model  
and image features. 

One of  the main contributions of this work, and the key insight of this approach is 
the idea tha t  under the bounded uncer ta inty  model  there are only a polynomial  num- 
ber of qualitatively different t ransformations or poses aligning subsets of  a given model  
feature set with subsets of a given da ta  feature set. Finding these equivalence classes of 
transformations is equivalent to finding all qual i ta t ively  different sets of  feature corre- 
spondences. Thus we need not search through an exponential  number  of  sets of possible 
feature correspondences as previous systems have, nor consider an infinite set of possible 
transformations.  

In the 2D case the transformations will consist of a planar  rotat ion,  scaling, and trans-  
lation. We've said that  a model feature rnl and da t a  feature dj are aligned by a transfor-  
mat ion T ill' T[ml] E Uj. Two transformations are qualitatively similar if  and only if  they 
align in this sense exactly the same set of feature matches.  All t ransformat ions  which 
align the same set of feature matches are equivalent thus there are equivalence classes 
of  t ransformations.  More formally, let f / b e  the t ransformat ion paramete r  space, and let 
T E f /  be a transform. Define ~(T)  = {(mi ,d j ) lT[mi  ] E Uj} to be the set of  matches  
aligned by the transformation T. The function ~,(T) par t i t ions  /2 forming equivalence 
classes of t ransformations Eh, where f/  = l,J k Ek and T = T'  ~ r  = ~(T') .  The 
entire recognition approach developed in this paper  is based upon comput ing these equiv- 
aience classes of transformations,  and the set of feature matches  associated with each of 
them. 

2.1 R e l a t i n g  P o s e  S p a c e  a n d  C o r r e s p o n d e n c e  S p a c e  

If  a model  feature ml and a da ta  feature dj are to  correspond to one another ,  the set 
of  t ransformations on the model feature which are feasible can be defined as the set of 
t ransformations Ym,,dj = {T E f/lT[m,] E Uj}. Let A,t = {(mi, dj)} be some match set. a. 

A match  set is called geometrically consistent iff N ( m , , d j ) ~  Ym,,d~ r 0, tha t  is iff there 

exists some transformation which is feasible for all (ml, dj)  E ,h~. 
The match set given by ~o(T) for some t ransformat ion T is called a mazimal geo- 

metrically consistent match set. A match set .A4 is a maximal  geometrical ly-consistent  
match set (or, a mazimal match set) if it is the largest  geometrically consistent  match  
set at  some transformation T. Thus by definition the match set given by ~o(T) is a 
maximal  match set. The function ~(T)  is a mapping f_tom transformat ion space to cor- 

respondence space. ~o(T) : f /  , 2 {m~}x{di}, and there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the pose equivalence classes and the maximal  match  sets given by ~(T)  , , E k 

3 This is also sometimes called a correspondence, or a matching. To clarify terms, we will define 
a match as a pair of a model feature and a data feature, and a match set as a set of matches. 
The term matching implies a match set in which the model and data features are in one-to-one 
correspondence. 
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iff T E E k. The function ~(T) partitions the infinite set of possible object poses into a 
polynomial-sized set of pose equivalence classes; and identifies a polynomial sized subset 
of the exponential-sized set of possible match sets. 

The important  point is that  the pose equivalence classes and their associated maxi- 
mal match sets are the only objects of interest: all poses within a pose equivalence class 
are qualitatively the same; and the maximal geometrically consistent match sets are es- 
sentially the only sets of feature correspondences that  need be considered because they 
correspond to the pose equivalence classes. Note that this implies we do not need to 
consider all consistent match sets, or search for one-to-one feature matchings, because 
they are simply subsets of some maximal match set, and provide no new pose equiva- 
lence classes. However, given a match set we can easily construct a maximal, one-to-one 
matching between data  and model features[14]. 

One distinction between this approach, which works in transformation space, and 
robust and complete correspondence space tree searches[13, 2] is that  for each maximal 
geometrically consistent match set (or equivalently for each equivalence class of  transfor- 
mations) there is an exponential sized set (in terms of the cardinality of the match set) 
of different subsets of feature correspondences which all specify the same set of feasible 
transformations. Thus the straightforward pruned tree search does too much (exponen- 
tially more) work. This is part of the reason why these correspondence space search 
techniques had exponential expected case performance, yet our approach is polynomial. 

2.2 F e a t u r e  M a t c h i n g  R e q u i r e s  O n l y  P o l y n o m i a l  T i m e  

Formalizing the localization problem in terms of bounded uncertainty regions and trans- 
formation equivalence classes allows us to show that  it can be solved in time polynomial 
in the size of the feature sets. Cass[6] originally demonstrated this using quadratic uncer- 
tainty constraints. This idea can be easily illustrated using the linear vector space of 2D 
scaled rotations and translations, and the linear constraint formulation used by Baird[2] 
and recently by Breuel4[4]. In the 2D case the transformations will consist of a planar 
rotation, scaling, and translation. Any vector s = [sx, s2] r = Ice cos 8, ~r sin 8] r is equiva- 
lent to a linear operator S performing a rigid rotation by an orthogonal matrix R E S02 

and a scaling by a positive factor o', where S = ~R = o" [sin0 cos0 J s2 sl " 

denote the group ofail transformations by ~2, with translations given by t = [tl, t~] r and 
scaled rotations given by s = [sl, s2] T, so a point x is transformed by T[x] = Sx-{-t, and 
a transformation, T, can be represented by a vector T ~-~ [s l, s~., tl, t2] T E ~t 4. 

By assuming k-sided polygonal uncertainty regions U~ and following the formulation 
of Baird, the uncertainty regions Ui P can be described by the set of points x satisfying 
inequalities (1): (x- pdj)Tfi~ _< e~ for l = 1 ..... /e and thus by substitution the set of 

feasible transformations for a feature match (m~, d#) are constrained by inequalities (2): 
(Spm~ + t -pdj)rfiz ~ el for l = 1, ..., k which can be rewritten as constraints on the 

transformation vector [s l ,s2, t l , t2]  r as SlO~ 1 -~-82Ot 2 -~-~IR~-~- t2n ~ ~ pd#rfi/  + ez for 
�9 z Y [ : 1 . . . . .  ~, Wlth  O~ I : (~ra~RZ - ~ - ~ i ~ )  a n d  o~ 2 : ( ~ i n  I - ~ i R ~ )  a n d  w h e r e  Ill is 

the unit normal vector and ez the scalar distance describing each linear constraint for 
I = 1 ..... k. The first set of linear inequalities, (1), delineate the polygonal uncertainty 
regions U~ by the intersection of k halfplanes, and the second set of  inequalities, (2), 

4 Thomas Breuel pointed out the value of Baiid's linear formulation of the 2D transformation 
and his use of linear uncertainty constraints. 
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provides k hyperplane constraints in the linear transformation space D. The intersection 
of the k halfspaces forms the convex polytope ~'rn~,dj of feasible transformations for match 

(rni, dj). Say there are m model features and n data features. The arrangement s of  these 
rczn convex polytopes forms the partition of transformation space into equivalence classes. 
To see this another way, consider the set of k hyperplanes for each of  the nm feature 
matches (rnl, dj). The arrangement constructed by these k m n  hyperplanes partitions the 
set of  transformations into cells. It is well known from computational  geometry that  the 
complexity of  the arrangement of k m n  hyperplanes in ~4  is O(k4ra4n 4) in terms of the 
number of  elements of the arrangement. These elements are called k-faces where a 0-face 
is a vertex, a 1-face is an edge, a 3-face is a facet, and a 4-face is a cell, and these elements 
can be constructed and enumerated in O(k4m4n 4) time[9]. 

The transformation equivalence classes are the cells and faces formed by the arrange- 
ment of  the m n  convex polytopes ~'rn,d~ in the transformation space[6]. It is easy to see 

that the arrangement formed by the feasible regions ~'rn~,dj is a subset of the arrange- 
ment formed by the k m n  hyperplanes. Thus the number of qualitatively different poses 
is bounded by O(k4m4n4).  O 

To construct a provably correct and complete polynomial-time algorithm for pose 
hypothesis via feature matching we enumerate the set of pose equivalence classes by 
deriving them from this arrangement induced by the two feature sets and the uncertainty 
constraints. Each equivalence class is associated with a geometrically consistent set of 
feature matches, and so we simply select those consistent match sets of  significant size. 7 
This is a simple illustration that  the problem of determining geometrically consistent 
feature correspondences in the 2D ease can be done in polynomial time, and the solution 
is correct and complete in spite of uncertainty, occlusion and clutter. 

I f  we associate orientations with features the true orientation for data  feature dj falls 
within an uncertainty region Uj ~ = [(0d, - ~), (0d, + 6)] where 6 is the bound on orien- 
tation uncertainty. This yields linear orientation constraints on feasible transformations: 
(S0m,)Tfif  < 0 and (S0m,)Tfi ;  _< 0 where f if  and ftf are determined by/~dj and 6. 

Baird[2] utilized linear uncertainty constraints which together with a linear transfor- 
mation space resulted in linear transformation constraints. Although, as we have shown in 
this paper, the constraints in transformation space have polynomial complexity, Baird's 
algorithm did not exploit this. Breuel[4] has developed a very elegant correspondence- 
space search technique based on the problem formulation and tree search method used 
by Baird[2], and the notion of  transformation equivalence classes and maximal match 
sets described in [6] and here. See also [16, 1, 11]. 

2.3 T h e  C a s e  o f  3D m o d e l s  a n d  2D d a t a  

Of particular interest is the localization of 3D objects from 2D image data. We'll con- 
sider the case where the transformation consists of rigid 3D motion, scaling and ortho- 
graphic projection; where a model point Pm~ is transformed by T~pm~] = Spin, + t with 

The computational geometric term is arrangement for the topological configuration of geo- 
metric objects like linear surfaces and polytopes. 

e As was shown in Cass[6] these same ideas apply to cases using non-llnear uncertainty con- 
stralnts, such as circles. The basic idea is the same however in these cases we must analyze 
an arrangement of quadratic surfaces which is computationally more difficult. 

7 To measure the quality of a match set we approximate the size of the largest one-to-one 
matching contained in a match set by the minimum of the number of distinct image features 
and distinct model features[14]. 
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[ 1 I 0~176 S = $11 S12 S13 : t r P R  and P : R C S03, and cr > O E ~ .  In the case ofpla- 
s21 s22  s23 1 0 ' 

nav3DobjectsthiscorrespondstothetransformationS= [8,18,2]s~1 s22 , sij E N,  describing 

the projection of all rotations and scalings of a planar 3D object. The linear constraint 
formulation applies to any affine transformation[2, 4]. To exploit linear uncertainty con- 
straints on the feasible transformations as before, we must have the property that  the 

r ~ 1 7 6 1 7 6 1 7 6 1 7 6  S =  [ sl-s2]s2 s, , S l , S 2 E ~ , i n  

the case of 2D models and 2D transformations, and the case of S = sn  s2, s22 , s~j 6 ~ ,  

for planar models and 3D transformations; but it is not the case for S = crPR because 
the components of S must satisfy SS T = cr2I, where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
For the case of 3D planar objects under the transformation T[pm~] = Spm~ + t with 

[ s12 ] the transformation space is a f-dimensional linear space and there are S ---- 3 , 1  

$21 822 ' 

O(kemSn e) elements in the arrangement, and so analogous to the 2D case there are are 
O(kemSn e) transformation equivalence classes. Note that  the special case of planar ro- 
tation, translation, and scaling discussed in the previous section is a restriction of this 
transformation to those 2 x 2 matrices S satisfying SS y = ~2I. 

To handle the case of 3D non-planar objects we follow the following strategy. We 
compute equivalence classes in an extended transformation space ~ which is a vector 
space containing the space D. After computing transformation equivalence classes we 
then restrict them back to the non-linear transformation space we are interested in. So 

consider the vector space ,~ of 2 x 3 matrices S = [A1 ~t2 51s] ~21 ~22~2~J E S where s~ E ~ ,  
L 

and define ~ to be the set of transformations (S , t )  E ~ where T[pm,] = SPIn, + t 
as before. The set ~ is isomorphic to ~ s .  Again expressing the uncertainty regions in 

t h e  form of linear constraints we have (Spm~ + t -pd~)Tfi~ < el for l = 1 ..... k. These 

describe k constraint hyperplanes in the linear, 8-dimensional transformation space ~ .  
The kmn hyperplanes due to all feature matches again form an arrangement in f?. Anal- 
ogous to the 2D case there are O(kSmSn s) elements in this arrangement, and O(kSmSn s) 
transformation equivalence classes Ek for this extended transformation. 

To consider the case where the general 2 • 3 linear transformation, S is restricted 
to the case, S of true 3D motion, scaling, and projection to the image plane, we make 
the following observations. Each element of this arrangement in ~ s  is associated with 
a maximal match set, so there are O(kSmSn s) maximal match sets. To restrict to rigid 
3D motion and orthographic projection we intersect the hyperplanar arrangement with 
the quadratic surface described by the constraints ~ T  = cr2i. We still have O(kSmSn s) 
maximal match sets with the restricted transformation, although the equivalence classes 
are more complicated. 

3 E f f i c i e n t l y  E x p l o r i n g  P o s e  E q u i v a l e n c e  C l a s s e s  

We see from the previous analysis that  there are only a polynomial number of qual- 
itatively different model poses aligning the model features with the data features. A 
simple algorithm for constructing pose hypothesis consists of constructing the transfor- 
mation equivalence classes, or representatives points of them (such as vertices[6]) from 
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the arrangement of constraint hyperplanes. Unfortunately this straightforward approach 
is impractical because of the complexity of constructing the entire arrangement. 

The focus of the approach then becomes developing algorithms that explore the ar- 
rangement in an efficient way in order to find those regions of transformation space as- 
sociated with large maximal match sets without explicitly constructing or exploring the 
entire arrangement if possible. This is an interesting problem in computational geometry. 

We know the complexity of exploring the arrangement is high in places where there 
are many constraints satisfied, e.g. large sets of constraints due to correctly matched 
features. We conjecture that for practical problem instances there are not too many 
other places where the complexity is high, e.g. large consistent sets of constraints due 
to incorrect feature matches. Empirically for practical problem instances we found this 
is true[8]. This means that we expect to spend less computational effort searching for 
places of interest in the transformation space than is expressed by the upper bound. 

We implemented and tested an algorithm for planar objects under rigid 2D rotation 
and translation with known scale. The model and data consisted of point features with an 
associated orientation. The position uncertainty regions were isothetic squares centered 
on each data feature with side 2e. Experiments on real images were performed to demon- 
strate the idea (figure 1) and on synthetic models and data to test the computational 
complexity for practical problem instances. 

~ . .  , ~ L ~  : 

t ~ t -  ,"  L v  

Fig. 1. A real image, the edges, and the correct hypothesis. The dots on the contours are the 
feature points used in feature matching. Images of this level of clutter and occlusion are typical. 

Due to space limitations we can only outline the algorithm. The interested reader is 
referred to Cass[8] for a more complete description. The approach taken is to decompose 
the transformation into the rotational component represented by the sl-sz  plane and the 
translational component represented by the tl-t2 plane. Equivalence classes of rotation 
are constructed in the sl-s~ plane in each of which the same set of match sets are feasible, 
and these equivalence classes are explored looking for large maximal match sets. For any 
given rotational equivalence class the match sets can be derived by analyzing translational 
equivalence classes in the tl-t~ plane. 

We explore the transformation space locally by sequentially choosing a base feature 
match and analyzing the set of other matches consistent with the base match by partially 
exploring their mutual constraint arrangement. We used angle constraints to eliminate 
impossible match combinations, but only used position constraints to construct equiva- 
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lence classes. Empirically for m model features and n data  features we found that  ana- 
lyzing all maximal match sets took ~ m2n 2 time. We can get an expected time speedup 
by randomly choosing the base matches[10]. This leads to a very good approximate al- 
gorithm in which we expect to do ~ m2n work unti l  a correct base match is found along 
with an associated large consistent match set. Experiments s show empirically that  for 
practical problem instances the computat ional  complexity in practice is quite reasonable, 
and much lower than the theoretical upper bound. 
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